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A Floquet theory is presented for the stability of boundary layer flows. The spec
trum of the governing differential operator is partially discrete and partially con
tinuous, which is different from confined flows. However, no instabilities appear
from the continuous part of the spectrum. «) 1984 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Much work is still being performed related to the instability of boundary
layer flows; this is because of the extent of agreement between experiment
and theory, even linearized theory [1]. Most theories have been concerned
with a time-independent basic state. The logical next step is when the basic
state ~ay be time-periodic. The classic "Stokes layer" is the earliest exam
ple, but like plane Couette flow in the (bounded) steady case, it is not
typical of its class as a whole, in that no instability is predicted by the
linear theory [2]. A more representative flow has been handled recently by
von Kerczek [3]. The techniques he used there are also being applied to
the oscillatory asymptotic suction profile [4].

The concern of the present work is to justify a Floquet representation
which most authors invoke when they study instabilities of periodic boun
dary layers. Furthermore, many of the modern theories of nonlinear
instability use a Floquet representation as a means of understanding bifur
cating periodic solutions of the equations governing instability [5,
Chap. II]. For these two reasons then it is expedient to see under what
conditions a Floquet representation might be valid. The governing
equation is a parabolic partial differential equation, which is most con-
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veniently written as a temporally inhomogeneous periodic evolution
equation

where

dif>
M di +Qif> = P(t) if>,

P( t + 2n) = P(t).

(1.1 )

The operators M, Q, P are differential operators in space. When P is
independent of time the problem may be reduced by the normal mode
approach to an ordinary differential equation eigenvalue problem.
Problems similar to (1.1) have been studied under different conditions. For
the purposes here, two relevant works are the dissertation by Gould [6J
and the lecture notes by Henry [7]. Those authors do not consider
explicitly what phenomena will occur if the spatial interval is unbounded
(boundary layers). Thus their works apply most directly to "confined"
oscillatory flows.

In any case it is desirable to know under what conditions solutions of
(1.1) of the form

(1.2)

will exist, where ¢J is to be time-periodic of period 2n. It is proved that the
existence of Floquet solutions (1.2) depend on the spectrum of the (boun
ded) period map U(t) of (1.1). (The period map is a special type of
evolution operator usually defined for initial value problems. A Floquet
problem is a boundary value problem in time, however.) The spectrum of
the period map will, in general, consist of a point spectrum, i.e., eigenvalues
and a continuous or essential spectrum as in the steady case [8]. With an
eye towards applications to the asymptotic suction profile, the boundary
layer will be allowed to have a (steady) transverse component at infinity.
So, in this work, the oscillatory behavior will be confined to the streamwise
direction. This excludes problems such as that of Kelly [10J, with
oscillatory suction.

2. THE GOVERNING EQUATION

The differential operators M, Q, P in (1.1) are normally defined on a
Hilbert space such as 2 2 [0, OJ). The function if> is a map from ~ into the
Hilbert space.
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First the operators are given explicitly,

QlP = qlP == {R ~ '(D 2
- (X2)2 + [v(y)( - D2 + (X2) + v"(y)] D} lP,

lP E dmn Q, (2.1 )

pet) lP = plP == -i(X[u(y, t)( - D 2 + (X2) + u"(y, t)] lP,

lP E dmn P( t), (2.2)

lP E dmn M. (2.3)

The domains are specified in what follows.
Here D and prime denote y derivatives. The constants are (X>°(wave

number) and R >°(Reynolds number). The coefficients u(y, t) and v(y)
are the x and y components of the basic state defined on [0, 00) x
( - 00, 00). As they are written, they are required to have second derivatives
in y. This is not a crucial restriction since either pseudo-derivatives may be
introduced or generalized functions may be used. However u(y, t) must be
Holder continuous in t on any closed bounded interval. It is assumed that

lim u(y, t)=uo+u,eit
,

y_''3J

lim v(y)=vo.
y- 00

- 00 < t < 00, (2.4a)

(2.4b)

The (finite) constants uo, u" and Vo characterize the free stream values of
u(y, t) and v(y). By convention we take uo~o and consider the physically
interesting case Vo~ 0. It is also required that

lim lu"(y, t)1 = 0,
J' -- 00

lim Iv"(y)1 = 0.
y- 00

- 00 < t < 00, (2.5a)

(2.5b)

Certain integrability conditions ensure the spectral resolution of the
problem. These conditions, which follow, are met in all physically realistic
flows. Suppose that

}~~ r~ 1 lu(y, t) - uo- u,eit l2 dy = }~~ r+' lu"(y, tW dy =0,

- 00 < t < 00, (2.6a)

(2.6b)

(v(y) - vo), u"(y, t), and v"(y)

(2.7)
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are all Lebesgue integrable in y from 0 to 00 for every t, - 00 < t < 00. In
fact, for most boundary layer flows the four functions in (2.7) are of
negative exponential order as y -+ 00. For example, for the oscillatory
asymptotic suction profile [9, p. 397],

where k is a complex constant (Re k > 0) and v( y) = vo< O.
It has been pointed out previously [8] that when Vo =F 0, the proper

Hilbert space is not .2j[0, 00), but a subspace of functions with sufficiently
rapid decay at infinity. Thus set v( y) = R P v( '1 )/2 d'1 and let the Hilbert
space be

The inner product on JrO is for (/>, l/t E JrO,

<l/t, ¢>= foo e - V(Y)!/i(y) (/>(y) dy.
o

(2.8a)

(2.8b)

The operator M is given by (2.3) on its domain, when considered in
2'2[0,00):

dmn M = {(/> E 2'2[0, 00) I (/>, (/>' absolutely continuous,

m¢E.2j[O, 00), (/>(0)= (/>'(0) =O}. (2.9a)

To avoid introducing more notation than is actually needed, M denotes the
same operator in 2'2[0, 00) and on the subspace JrO. Moreover, M has a
certain property which is noteworthy; it is positive. This is easy to show on
.2j[0, 00): for <P E dmn M, <P =F 0,

Though M is positive on .2j[0, 00), it has no everywhere defined inverse.
Nevertheless, the generalized inverse [14] Mt may be defined as the
integral operator whose kernel gt(y, ~) satisfies

(- :;2+1(2) gt(y,¢)=o(y-O-gAY, ¢)

ogt ogt
gt(O, 0= oy (0, ~)=O,gt, ayE 2'2[0, 00),

(2.l0a)

(2. lOb)
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where gAy, ~) is the kernel of the projection operator onto the null space
of M*:

(2.11 )

Now

M*f/J = mt/> = (-D 2 +r?)f/J, f/JedmnM*, (2.12a)

dmn M* = {f/J E 2'2[0, 00 ) I f/J, ¢>' absolutely continuous, mf/J E 2'2[0, OCJ)}.

(2.12b)

The null space of M*, nul M*, is spanned by e-<XY, so that

The generalized inverse has the properties

and

MtM=I,

since nul M is empty. The kernel is

e-<xIY-~I_e-"'(Y+o

21>:
(2.13 )

Define

Mf/i=Z

so that

With these definitions the evolution equation (1.1) is equivalent to

dZ
di+AZ=B(t) Z,

where

QfP = QMtZ == AZ,

P( t) fP = P( t) MtZ == B( t) Z.

(2.14a)

(2.14b)

(2.15a)

(2.15b)

(2.15e)
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The domains of the operators in (2.15) are determined next. Suppose
fEnuIM*, then by (2.14)

<Z,f> = <MrJ>,f> = <rJ>, M*f> =0.

Thus Z -l nul M*, and this is the required boundary condition for (2.15b):

Conversely the domain of A is defined as

dmn A = { Z E~ I z, Z' absolutely continuous,

qMtZE~, tOO e-O:YZ(Y)dY=O}. (2.16)

From (2.15c) and (2.2)

B(t) Z =P(t) MtZ = -ia[u(y, t)( _D2 + ( 2
) + u"(y, t)] MtZ

= -ia[u(I-J)+u"Mt] Z= -ia[u+u"Mt] Z (2.17)

with (2.14b). Hence, since Mt is a bounded operator, B(t) is a bounded
operator with domain independent of t, so it is sufficient to take
dmn B(t) = ~ n rng M. Note that because of the assumed conditions on u
and u" as functions of t, B(t) is Holder continuous for each t in any closed
subinterval of lit It is also important that A is a sectorial operator in the
following sense.

DEFINITION 2.1 [7, p. 18]. An operator A in a Hilbert space :it is a sec
torial operator if it is a closed, densely defined operator such that, for some
f} in (0, n/2), for some C ~ 1 and real a, the sector

A a•e= PI ();;; larg(A.-a)/ ;;; n, A.i'a}

is in the resolvent set of A and

(2.18a)

(2.18b)

The explicit demonstration that A (2.15b), (2.16) is sectorial is provided
in the Appendix. With that proviso, the following existence theorem is
applicable to (2.15a).

THEOREM 2.2 [7, p. 190]. Suppose A is a sectorial operator in :it and
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B(t) with dmn B(t) = dmn A a is a bounded linear operator on :if for each t
in tO~t~tl (-oo<to<tl<oo),for some 0~a<1 (dmnAo=:if), and
that t -. B(t), is Holder continuous on [to, t l ].

For any f/J o E:if there exists a unique solution f/J( t) = f/J(t; 1", f/Jo) of
(2.15a),

(2.19 )

and f/Jo -. f/J(t; 1", cPo) is linear and bounded in :if, so we write

t~1". (2.20)

This family of evolution operators {T( t, 1"), to ~ 1" ~ t ~ t I} has the following
properties:

(a) T(1",1")=I; T(t,s) T(s, 1")= T(t, 1") ift~s~1";

(b) { T( t, 1"), t ~ 1"} is strongly continuous in (t, 1") with values in the
space of all bounded linear operators dmn AP -. dmn AP for any 0 ~ f3 < 1.

(Two other conclusions are not presented here.)

This theorem of Henry asserts the existence of a solution to the initial
value problem. The application to periodic linear systems follows in the
next section.

3. FLOQUET THEORY

The Floquet theory is concerned with solutions of (2.15a) when B(t) =
B( t + 211:) is periodic.

DEFINITION 3.1 [7, p. 148]. The period map (Poincare map) is

U(t) = T(t + 211:, t), (3.1 )

where T(t, 1") is defined in Theorem 2.2. The nonzero eigenvalues of U(t)
are called characteristic multipliers.

Besides th€ eigenvalues of U(t) one allows for the possibility that the
spectrum u( U(t)) may have a continuous part. In particular there may be
an essential spectrum.

DEFINITION 3.2. The resolvent set p( U(t)) is the set of complex numbers
A such that (U(t) - A) -- I exists and is bounded. Otherwise AE u( U( t)), the
spectrum of U( t). The essential spectrum, ue( U( t)), is the set of complex
numbers A (possibly depending on t) such that the range, rng(U(t)-A), is

640/42/4-7
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not closed. It is clear from Definition 3.1 that since B(t) is periodic, with
Theorem 2.2, U(t +2n) = U(t) for all t.

LEMMA 3.3 [7, p.197]. The characteristic multipliers are independent of
time, i.e., the nonzero eigenvalues of U( t) coincide with those of U(.. ). In fact,
0"( U( t»\ {o} is independent of t.

We turn next to a natural alternative formulation of the problem, one
which is in some ways computationally simpler.

Let L be the partial differential operator defined on Q =: [0, 00) x [0, 2n]
by

L¢J = 1¢J(y, t) == -m 8¢J(y, t)!8t - (q - p) ¢J(y, t), (3.2)

¢J Edmn L, where m, q, and p are given by (2.1 )-(2.3). Let gt(y, 0 be as
defined in the last section. Define

(3.3a)

so that

(3.3b)

and

(3.4 )

(EdmnS.

The domain of S can be specified when the proper Hilbert space setting is
introduced. Analogous to (2.8a) define

and take the inner product to be for ¢J, ift EJt'~:

f2" f'"(¢J, ift) = 0 dt 0 e- 2V(Y)¢J(y, t) t/i(y, t) dy.

Thus the domain of S is

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

dmn S = {( EJt'~(Q) I (, 8(/8y absolutely continuous, <1( E~} (3.6)

The next objective is to relate the two formulations of the problem. (It
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has not been explicitly demonstrated here but the period map U(t) has the
representation

U(t) el>(y, t) = t'" F(y, t + 2n, ~, t) el>(~, t) d~, (3.7)

where F(y, t, ~,r) is the Green's function for the initial-value problem for
(3.2) [6].)

LEMMA 3.4 [Cf. 6, p.47]. A complex number Il #- 0 is an eigenvalue of
U(O) if and only if the equation

L¢J=AM¢J (3.8 )

has a nonzero (2n-periodic) solution, where ll=e21t'-. That is, IlEliiU(O)), Il
is in the point spectrum of U(O), if and only if AE Iip(L, M), A is in the point
M-spectrum of L.

Proof From Theorem 2.2 and Definition 3.1, for all el> E dmn U(t),

el>(y, t + 2n) = U(t) el>(y, t).

If Il E Iip( U(0)), then for some el> E dmn U( t),

U(O) el>(y, 0) = el>(y, 2n) = Ilel>(y, 0),

(3.9)

(3.10)

and lel> = O.
Let ¢J be a solution of (3.8). Set el>(y, t) = eA/¢J(y, t); then

lel> = -AeA/(m¢J) + eA./(i¢J) = eA/( - Am¢J + 1¢J) = O. (3.11)

Also, since ¢J is a solution of (3.8), ¢J is periodic while

Ilel>(y, 0) = 1l¢J( y, 0) = 1l¢J(y, 2n) = Ile - 21t'-el>(y, 2n) = el>(y, 2n), (3.12)

so that Il is an eigenvalue of U(O).
Conversely, let Il be an eigenvalue of U(O). Then there exists a el>(y, t)

satisfying 1el>=0 and 1lel>(y,0)=el>(y,2n). Now define

where e21t'- = Il.

Then

so

1¢J - Ae - A./mel> = e- '-tiel>
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or

Also ~(y, t) is periodic in t:

ISOM H. HERRON

(I-Am) ~ =0.

1
~(y, 0) = cP(y, 0) =- cP(y, 2n) = e2"J.e-2"J.~(y, 2n) = ~(y, 2n). (3.13)

J1.

Hence L~ = AM~. I

DEFINITION 3.5 [Cf. 9, p. 1393]. The essential M-spectrum of L,
aAL, M) is the set of complex numbers A such that rng(L - AM) is not
closed. For the formal differential operators I and m in (3.2) and (2.3),
ae(/, m) is the essential spectrum of the minimal operator corresponding to
I-Am.

LEMMA 3.6. A complex number AE ae( I, m), if and only if 0 E ae( I, m).

Proof By Definition 3.4, if 0 E ae( I, m), the rng I is not closed. Let
{~ll} E dmn Ie dmn m, such that ~ll -+~, and suppose that for some A,
rng(l-Am) is closed; then (I-Am)~,,-+(I-Am)~. Define cPll(y, t)=
eJ./~,,(y, t) -+ eJ./~(y, f) == cP(y, f). Then IcP" = -AeJ./m~" + eJ.'I~" =
eJ.t(l_ Am) ~" -+ eJ.t(l_ Am) ~ = Irp. Thus I has closed range.

Suppose on the other hand that I has closed range. Consider
cP" E dmn Ie dmn m such that rp" -+ rp. Define ~ll(Y' t) = e - J./rpll(y, t) -+

e - J.trp == ~(y, f). Then (1- Am)~"=e - J.tlrp" -+ e - J.tlrp = (1- Am)~, since I
has closed range. Thus rng(1- Am) is closed.

If neither rng I nor rng(l- Am) is closed neither is the other. Thus if
aAI, m) is not empty, OEaAI, m). I

LEMMA 3.7. A complex number AE a(L, M) if and only if J1. E a( U(t»,
where J1. = e2"J., J1. #- 0: Furthermore, AE ae(L, M) if and only if J1. E ae( U( t».

Proof If problem (3.10) is restated as

M ~ + (Q - P( t» ~ +AM~ = 0, (3.14)

with P(f+2n)=P(t), then as (1.1) is transformed to (2.15a) to (3.14) is
transformed to

where B( t +2n) = B( f).

d' + (A - B(t» , + A' = 0,
df

(3.15)
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The Cauchy problem for (3.17) is uniformly correct [12, p. 192] if

(a) it has a unique solution (TA(t, r) is invertible),

(b) ((t) and C(t) are continuous,

(c) TA(t, r) has closed range, where TA(t, r) is the evolution operator
for (3.15).

It is also true that [12, p. 194] the Cauchy problem for (2.15a) is uniformly
correct if and only if the Cauchy problem for (3.15) is uniformly correct.

The purpose of the transformations is that if Z = eAt
( then the period

map for (3.15) is

(The existence of a periodic solution of (3.15), ((t+2n)=((t), means that
1ElTp(UA(t)).) Suppose p,Ep(U(t)). Then from (3.16),

(3.17)

and p,e- 21tA Ep(UA(t)). The converse is obviously true. Consequently
p,EIT(U(t)) if and only if p,e- 21tA EIT(UA(t)). The Cauchy problem for (3.15)
is not uniformly correct if A. E IT(L, M). Condition (a) means A. t- IT(L, M) if
and only if p, t- ITe( U( t)). From Definition 3.4 condition (c) means
A.t-lTe(L, M) if and only if P,t-lTe(U(t)). I

The identifications made in Lemmas 3.3 and 3.7 indicate that there is a
1:1 correspondence between the spectral points of U( t) and those of
(L, M). This is important because most of the proven results concern the
spectrum of U(t) while the spectrum IT(L, M) can be more easily deter
mined.

DEFINITION 3.8 [7, p. 30]. If A is an operator with domain and range in
a Hilbert space Yf, and IT(A) denotes the spectrum, a set ITs =
IT(A) u { 00 } =a(A) is a spectral set if both ITs and a(A )\IT are closed in the
extended plane C u { 00 }.

THEOREM 3.9 [7, p. 198]. Suppose IT[ is a spectral set for IT(U(t)) for all
t; the usual case is when IT 1 is a finite collection of isolated eigenvalues, or the
complement of such a set. Then for each t, the space Yf may be decomposed
as Yf=~(t)El3Jf2(t), the direct sum of closed subspaces invariant under
U(t). IT( U(t) 1-*'1(1») = IT [, IT( U(t) 1-*'2(1») = IT( U(t) )\IT I' If t ~ r, T( t, r) maps
~(r) into ~(t), and is a 1:1 map onto ~(t) if0t-ITI'
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Let e21tP =sup{ IJlI, Jl E O'd; then for any e > 0, there exists K. > 0 such
that

IIT(t,.) tPll ~K.e(P+')(I-<) IltPll,

for t ~. and tP E ~(.).

Now suppose 0 ¢ 0'1, and let e21ty = inf{ IJlI, Jl E 0'd > O. Then T(t,.) tP,
tP E~ (.), may be defined also for t ~., still satisfying (a) of Theorem 2.2,
and for tP E~ (.), and e > 0 and sufficiently small,

In fact, provided there is a path r in the complex plane, disjoint from 0' 1,

joining 0 to 00, we have a kind of Floquet representation. There exists a
family of bounded invertible operators E(t): ~(.o) - ~(t) for all t with
E(t + 2n) = E(t), E(.o) = I, and a bounded operator C on ~(.o) with spec
trum 0'( C) = (lj2n) In 0'1 and for tP E ~(.) and all t, .,

T(t, .) tP =E(t) eC(t- <)E- 1(.) tP.

4. PERTURBATION OF SPECTRAL OPERATORS

THE FREE STREAM PROBLEM

With conditions (2.4)-(2.7) one is led to consider (3.14) in the form

dt/J
M dt + (Qo - Po(t)) t/J + (Q1 - P1(t)) t/J + AMt/J = 0, (4.la)

where

Qot/J = qot/J == [R - 1( - D2+ a2)2 + vo( - D2+ a2) D] if>, if> E dmn Q,
(4.lb)

if> E dmn P( I),

(4.lc)

and

(4.ld)

The observation of interest is that the operator Q - P(t) is a relatively
compact perturbation of Qo - Po(t) [8]. This kind of perturbation leaves
the essential spectrum of the operator unchanged and hence the deter
mination of the essential Floquet spectrum is rendered more simple. The
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actual computation is made by determining the spectrum for the "free
stream" problem

where from (3.4)

a( fOCi
(S\()(y,t)=-at(y,t)- 0 (qo-po)gt(y,~,,(~,t)d~,

( Edmn S 1 = dmn S.

(4.2a)

(4.2b)

The computation here is based on a knowledge of the steady case so that
(4.2a) is obtained from (see Appendix Eq. A.2)

(4.3)

as

It is useful to define the operator N, where dmn N = dmn A and

(Edmn N. (4.5)

The Green's function G(y,~, t, T; A) for (4.4) is known to satisfy [13,
p.282]

with

G(y, ~,O, T; A) =G(y, ~, 2n, T; A). (4.6b)

The operator N, whose spectral resolution is known [8, Sect. 2(c)] is
taken as constant in this calculation. The kernel is

G(y, ~, t, T; A) = K(t, T; A)[e - 27t(N+ ).)I](T - t) + I](t - T)] c5(y - ~), (4.7a)

where

K(t, T; A) = {exp[lXu\(eiT
- eit

) + (N + A)(t - T)] }/( 1- e - 27t(N+ ).)) (4.7b)

and

I](t-T)=l, t>T,

=0, t<T.
(4.7c)
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The spectral representation for N is

t5(y-¢)= --2
1

.1 h(y,¢;y)eRVQ(Y-{;)/2dy,
1U Jr

(4.8)

where F' is a contour enclosing the branch cut in h(y, ,; y), the Green's
function for the resolvent of N [8, Eq. (2.39b)]. This branch cut is the con
tinuous (essential) spectrum of N; in fact the spectrum of N consists only of
a continuous part. Thus if in (4.8) one sets

o~ (J) < 00, (4.9)

the spectrum of N is swept out [8, Eq. (2.36)]. Then the kernel of the
resolvent of S 1 [13, p. 286] is

exp[iXU (ei< _ei/ )] f e(Y+A)(I-r)G(y ¢ t !' ),)= 1 _

"" 2ni rl-e 2n(Y+A)

x [e - 2n(y + A)'1(' - t) + '1(t - ,)] h(y, ¢; y) dy, (4.10)

since N is a spectral operator [8, Theorem 2]. The spectrum is given by the
branch poles in the denominator, where - 2n( y+ A.) = 2nni and n is any
integer. Hence the spectrum of S1 is the union of a denumerably infinite set
of parallel halflines given parametrically by

An = -y - ni = - R - 1«(J)2 + a 2 + R2V6/4 + iaRuo + Rni),

n=O, ±1, ±2,...,0~(J)<00. (4.11)

From Definition 3.8, it follows that each of the halflines in (4.11) is related
to a spectral set for N, that is (1s. = e2nAn

• This is because of the fact that N is
a spectral operator. Furthermore, 0 ~ (1s. for any n, so a path from 0 to 00

may be chosen disjoint from each of the (1s.' In the light of Theorem 3.9, we
have a kind of Floquet representation. This is of great interest theoretically,
and relates to completeness. Of practical interest is the point in the Floquet
spectrum farthest to the right. According to the definition of the Floquet
parameter in (1.2), the rays (4.11) all lie in the "stable" half of the complex
plane, Re), < O. The spectrum of L will consist of a continuous (essential)
spectrum, identical to that of SI' and a point spectrum, i.e., eigenvalues
from which any instabilities in the periodic flow can be determined.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The Floquet representation which is frequently used for confined flows is
justified for boundary layer flows as well. In the case of boundary layers the
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Floquet spectrum is part continuous and part discrete. However all
instabilities are associated with the discrete part which can only be deter
mined by the complete profile and only accurately with the use of a com
puter as well. The techniques for these types of calculations are presented
elsewhere [3].

Other flows which would fall under this type of analysis would be
oscillatory jets and shear layers and the oscillatory Ekman layer. This last
flow is of particular interest because like the oscillatory asymptotic suction
profile it satisfies the Navier-Stokes equations.

APPENDIX: THE OPERATOR A, (2.15bH2.16) Is SECTORIAL

Explicit calculations are to be made in this section. To facilitate this, the
inner product used is

<'P, rp) = I'D e - RvOy/2 iJi(y) rp(y) dy,
o

(A.1a)

for 'P, rp EYto. This differs from (2.8b), but has the advantage that all
calculations are explicit. However, from the assumed conditions on v(y)
(A.1a) converges if and only if (2.8b) converges. Of course, if v(y) == vo,
then the two integrals are the same. The whole theory may also be perfor
med in a space ito with inner product (A.1a) and such that

(A.1b)

Then Yto and ito are virtually equivalent. For practical purposes one or the
other may be preferred. The operator A is given explicitly as

AZ = {R- 1
( _D 2 + C(2)2 + [v(y)( _D2 + C(2) + v"(y)] D} MtZ, Z Edmn A.

(A.2)

The operator will be written as the sum of two operators A = Ao+ AI,
where A 1 is a small perturbation of a sectorial operator A o.

LEMMA A.t.. Let A o be the operator such that

Then Ao is sectorial in :Yf == rug M n Yto =rug M. (Note that if C( > Rvo/2,
rug M = £0 [8].)

640/42/4-8
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Proof It will be shown that A osatisfies the conditions of Definition 2.1
in Jl'. It is clear that Aois closed in Jl'. The domain of A o (2.16) is dense in
rng M since dmn A o is dense in the orthogonal complement of nul M*.

Next, it must be shown that (2.18) holds for Ao. The construction of the
resolvent (A o - A.) -, has been performed elsewhere [8] and in the present
notation is given by

for IE rng M, with

. _ [e-rIY~~1 (r+v)e-r(y+o _ e-rYe-v~J

h(y,~,A.)-R 2 + 2 () ,
r rr-v r-v

where

v= -Rvo/2 + oc

and

(A.5a)

(A.5b)

(A.5c)

is the positive square root. The kernel of the operator can have poles only
at r = 0 and r = v. However a consideration of the limits lim r ~ 0 h(y, ~; A)
and limr~v h(y,~; A.) shows these limits to be finite. Thus, the resolvent has
no poles and Aohas no eigenvalues. Hence ap(Ao) is empty. There is a con
tinuous spectrum aAAo)= {A.E~ I A. ~ oc 2/R + Rvfj4}, lying along a por
tion of the real line since h has a branch point at A. = oc 2/R +Rvfj4. Thus in
(2.18a) it suffices to take a = oc 2/R +Rvfj4 and () any value in (0, n/2).

Finally, it is shown that (2.18b) holds. For IEmgM and A.E p(Ao), from
(A.4) and (A.5a),

(A.6)

Since IE rng M, I 1. nul M*, so the third term vanishes after integration
over ~. Moreover, we have the bound

II(Ao-A)-'11 = sup II(Ao-A.)~' III.
JE rngM II I II

(A.7)
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(A.8a)

(A.8b)

Thus h = hi + hi consists of two parts. The first of which hi' is not a
Hilbert-Schmidt kernel, even for Rer > O. However,

00 R(2 - e - (r + i)~/2) 2R
L Ihl(y,e;A)ldy= Irl(r+r) ~ Irl(r+;,)

< cosec(O/2) C I

- IA-al lA-ai'

~ E [0, 00), AE Aa,e. Similarly,

Y E [0, 00), AE Aa,e. Thus,

(A.9a)

(A.9b)

(A.I0)

IILoo

hi (y, ~; A) eRvo(y - 0/2f( e) d~ II

= {r) dye - VOy ILoo
hl(y, ~; A) eRvo(y- 0/2f(~) d~ 1

2f/2

= {LOO
dyLoo

hi (y, ~; A) f(e) e - Rvo~/2 tOO hl(y, z; A) f(z) e - RVQZ/2 dzf/2

~ Ilfll CA~lal}

The last inequality follows from Fubini's theorem and (A.9). Though hi
was not, h2 is a Hilbert-Schmidt kernel, when v> 0 and Rer> O. If v ~ 0,
h2 is not Hilbert-Schmidt, but the second term in h2 may be ignored since
(from the assumed conditions on f) after integration over ~, its con
tribution to (A.6) vanishes, while the first term in h2 is amenable to the
analysis to follow. When v ~ 0; let

Ii (y e· A)= (r+v) e-r(y+<;)
2 " 2r(r - v) .

(A. 11 )
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"I>o h2(Y'~; A) eRvo(Y-~)/(~) d~ II

= II {'J h2(y, ~; A) eRVO(Y~0I2/(O d~ II

= {{''' dy e- RvOY 1100

h2(y, ~; A) eRvo(y~o/2/(~) d~12} 1/2

~ 100

1/(~We~RVO~d~ 100 100

Ih2(y,~;AWdyd~

(by Schwarz's inequality and Fubini's theorem)

= IIIII (2Irl~+r) I~~:I) ~ Ilfll CA~2al). (A.l2)

for AE Aa,(J, v ~ O. The case v> 0 is not troublesome SInce we have
explicitly

100 100

Ih2(y, ~; AW dy d~

R [lr+vI2 (r+F) 2 -2J1/2
=2irl(r+r)lr-vl -2-+-v- lrl -(r+r)

--+J5 R/4v 2 as r--+v, when A(V)EAa,(J' (A.13a)

Consequently,

100 100

Ih 2(y, ~;A)12dyd~ ~ IA~3al'

for AE Aa,(J, v> O. Together conditions (A.1O), (A.l2), (A.l3b) give

C
II(Ao-A)-11i ~ lA-ai' I

That A = A o+ A I is sectorial is a consequence of Theorem A.2.

(A.l3b)

THEOREM A.2 [7, p, 19]. Suppose A o is a sectorial operator and
IIA o(A - A o) - III ~ C' for larg AI ~ °0 , IAI ~ J-Lofor some positive constants
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)J.o, C', and 8o< n/2. Suppose also Aj is a linear operator with dmnAj::::l
dmnAo,

(A.14 )

for all if> Edmn Ao; f; and K are positive constants with f;C' < 1. Then Ao+ A I

is sectorial.

When (A.l4) .holds AI is a relatively bounded with respect to Ao,
Ao-bounded [11, p. 190], we have explicitly that

ZEdmn A. (A.15)

The term v"(y) DMt represents a bounded operator which is Ao-bounded
with f; = O. The term (v(y) - vo) D is Ao-bounded for every f; > 0 [11,
p. 192]. Thus (A.14) will hold and f;C' < 1 is true if C' exists. The existence
of C' follows from noting that

IIAo(Ao-A)-j fll = IIU+A(Ao-A)-l]fll ;£ Ilfll + IAIII(Ao-A)-j fll

;£ (1 + I~~A~J 1If11, (A.16)

based on previous calculations. Thus for IAI sufficiently large, larg AI ~ 80 ,

IIAo(A-Ao)-111 ;£ C', and A =Ao+A I is a sectorial operator.
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